CARE & MAINTENANCE

DAILY/WEEKLY MAINTENANCE:

1. Keep floor clean of dirt and debris with daily sweeping and vacuuming.
2. Occasional damp mopping using a mild cleaning agent (e.g., Simple Green) will maintain the beauty of the surface.
3. On rare occasions when the floor is extremely soiled, a cleaning agent made exclusively for rubber by Belco can be used. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions on the cleaning agent. This product can be purchased from a janitorial supply dealer.

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS:

1. Care should be exercised when moving/relocating equipment over EarthSaver Flooring installations so as to prevent damage to the new floor.
2. Do not scrub or strip fully adhered floors until at least 4 or 5 days after installation so that the EarthSaver flooring will have become well-seated in the adhesive.
3. The use of pads, wide casters/rollers, furniture/equipment cups, may prevent excessive indentation.
4. When moving heavy equipment over loose-laid EarthSaver rolls or tiles, plywood sheets should be placed over the floor area. Heavy machinery rolled or dragged over the flooring can create separation of double sided taped installations.

NOTE: The performance and guarantee of the products used in preparation, testing, installation and maintenance of EarthSaver, during and after installation, remain with the manufacturer of said product and not Langhorn Flooring Concepts, Inc. (LFCI).